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Crests between the dimples armed with long forked by-spines with divergent fork-branches.
Radial spines cylindrical, very long and thick, longer than the diameter of the shell.

Dime'nsion&-Diameter of the shell O14, aspmal pores OO8, sutural pores ft03.
Habitat.-Central Pacific, Station 260, surface.

9. Hystrichcspisfrvticc.ta, n. sp. (P1. 138, fig. 7).

Shell with numerous (one hundred and, fifty to two hundred ?) funnel-shaped dimples, the
majority of which are blind, the minority perforated ; forty aspinal pores elliptical, of the same size
as the circular sutural pores. Crests between the dimples bearing elegant arborescent by-spines.
Twenty radial main-spines long and thin, cylindrical or a little compressed.

Djmcnsjons.-Djamer of the shell O17, pores 001.

Habitat.-Tropical Pacific, Station 275, surface.

10. JIystric/iasps set-rata, II. sp.

Shell with numerous (two hundred to three hundred?) funnel-shaped dimples, the majority of
which are blind, the minority perforated; forty aspinal pores of the same size as the sutural pores.
Crests between the dimples covered with denticulatéd by-spines. Twenty radial main-spines
compressed, two-edged, with serrated edges, about as long as the diameter of the shell.

Dimensions.-Diameter of the shell ft21, pores 0O12.
Habitat.-North Pacific, Station 238, surface.

Genus 356. Coscina,pis,' n. gen.

Definition.-D o r a t a s p i d a with twenty plates, which are perforated by eighty
to two hundred or more parmal pores (two aspinal and two to ten or more coronal

pores in each plate). Surface without by-spines.

The genus Coscinaspis, together with the following nearly allied genus Acontaspis,

may be separated from the other Ceriaspida as a peculiar tribe, coscinaspida. This

tribe is characterised by the larger number of the parmal pores. Whilst in all other

Ceriaspida this number is constantly forty (only two pores in each plate), here it may
he from eighty to two hundred or more; in each shield the two primary "aspinal

pores" are surrounded by a circle of two to ten or more (commonly eight to twelve)

"coronal pores." The number of sutural. pores in this group is also usually

larger.




1 Uo8culaspts Sieve-shield; duwoi, r/ç.
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